High Impact, Innovative Turning Point Events and Solutions

CREATIVE ADVENTURE
The interventions in this category are designed to provide your teams with
top end fun and adventure. This is where we bring you the power of reality
TV. Agility, speed, creativity and a spirit of collaboration all culminate in the
moment of truth. Can you cut it in the ‘real’ world?
We add the choice and sensation of National Geographic type expeditions to beautifully designed experiential learning
events. Cars, bikes, quads, planes, boats... World class facilitation and terrains, venues and destinations to die for.
You will move right out of your comfort zone in these adventures, discover new levels of reality and unlock hidden
potential. So if you want an Amazing Race, a Road Less Travelled, a Survivor experience or a Taxi Ride with a twist, you
have come to the right place.

Your people will never be the same again.
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AMAZING RACE

SURVIVOR

The Amazing Race is a great way to stimulate
co-operation, healthy competition and gets
people out and about.

Survivor is the ultimate test of a team’s
strength of character and determination.

MISSION POSSIBLE

SENSES OF SAFARI

A dynamic intervention designed to test a team’s
communication, trust and commitment to get the
job done at any cost.

Clear your mind with the scenic views of nature
and capture the essence of serenity in our
thrilling escape into the wilderness, a perfect
executive getaway that will add the right balance
to work and life.

PARIS DAKAR

THE ROAD LESS TRAVELLED

A riveting incentive adventure that is about
rallying your team from the great terrains of
Paris, right across Spain and all the way to the
ferries of Morocco.

The road to success in hardly ever a well-trodden
road. See your team make their way to new found
success with The Road Less Travelled.

TAXI RIDE

DRONE ZONE

This is a thrilling taxi ride like no other. Create a
great impression with customers, strengthen the
bond between team members or simply sit back
and enjoy the ride together.

Get your team learning new skills and geared up to
fly to new levels of excellence.

Creative Adventure
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THE AMAZING RACE IS A GREAT WAY TO STIMULATE COOPERATION, HEALTHY COMPETITION AND GETS PEOPLE OUT AND

AMAZING RACE

ABOUT.

It has something for everyone, regardless of whether you have had a heart bypass or are a Comrades
runner.
The Amazing Race is based on a reality TV game show in which teams, whose members have a preexisting relationship, race around the world in a competition with other teams. Contestants strive to arrive
at “pit stops” at the end of each leg of the race to win prizes and avoid coming in last. Coming in last carries
the possibility of elimination or a significant disadvantage in the following leg.
Amazing Race can be run in various ways. Traditionally, each team is allocated a vehicle and they travel
around the country side exploring various stops as they go. They may be required to milk a cow, shovel hay,
solve a puzzle looking through a telescope or race around the race track in fast cars. There is also a township
route that explores the shebeens, spaza shops and ‘walkie talkies’ for lunch. Experience the Gautrain route or

Alternatively, Amazing Race can be set-up to run on-site at a conference venue with a large and varied
outdoor area. This option is well suited if you have limited time and are at a stunning venue which the
teams can explore. Teams will be challenged in archery, giant puzzles, water obstacles and both mental and
physical challenges.
Your ability to solve puzzles, communicate and your product knowledge will be tested and only if you have
unlocked the desired understanding, will you be able to win this race as a team.
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utilise the trip from the airport to the conference venue – especially enjoyable for foreign guests.

Creative Adventure
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SURVIVOR IS THE ULTIMATE TEST OF A TEAM’S STRENGTH OF
CHARACTER AND DETERMINATION.

SURVIVOR
As the teams face seemingly overwhelming odds, they must pull together in this ultimate test of survival,
thereby creating order and structure. To the victors go the spoils, rewards and vitally - immunity!
Survivor needs to be run at a conference venue that has a suitable rustic outdoor area. Teams are
challenged to seek materials suitable to build a shelter, make fire, hunt for food, out think and outplay each
other. Delegates need to work together to overcome great adversity and to discover the strengths and
weaknesses of the group to ultimately grow and learn to survive together.
After the challenges come tribal councils - with a twist. Instead of teams voting members out, the team with
immunity will have the opportunity to poach valuable members from other teams, bringing them into their
tribe.

Individual awards as well as team awards are handed out to those who excelled at challenges. Then our
ultimate survivors are crowned. “Mandla”, the Immunity idol, is theirs as well as the knowledge that they
have achieved optimum survival.
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The grand finale council takes place at sunset, where we discuss the day’s “wins” and key learnings.

Creative Adventure
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A DYNAMIC INTERVENTION DESIGNED TO TEST A TEAM’S
COMMUNICATION, TRUST AND COMMITMENT TO GET THE JOB

MISSION
POSSIBLE

DONE AT ANY COST.

There are many obstacles that we may need to overcome in order to make that goal viable. Mission
Possible puts many obstacles in the way of the teams as they work together to find the bomb, bypass
terrorists and land mines and have to overcome physical challenges.
It is innovative, exciting and challenging - both physically and mentally. The degree of physical endurance can
be adjusted to the client’s needs. This project can also be customised to fit any conference theme or can be
designed to be the theme that the conference is based on.
The intervention can run for an afternoon or over a 2-day period.
The teams are challenged to think outside of the box, follow instructions and complete challenges in order to
get clues and move on to the next level, taking teams to the point of no return.

delegates getting caught on the wrong foot. The tasks revolve around challenges that require the team to
put their heads together and utilise each other’s strengths.
The Mission is pursued until the teams reach the final challenge which inevitably requires the entire
group’s collaboration, many of the experiences and learning’s’ gained in the prior tasks are utilized in
completing the final task and ultimately making the Mission Possible.
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At times the odds will seem insurmountable as there are twists and turns throughout, resulting in the

Creative Adventure
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CLEAR YOUR MIND WITH THE SCENIC VIEWS OF NATURE AND
CAPTURE THE ESSENCE OF SERENITY IN OUR THRILLING ESCAPE

SENSES OF
SAFARI

INTO THE WILDERNESS, A PERFECT EXECUTIVE GETAWAY THAT
WILL ADD THE RIGHT BALANCE TO WORK AND LIFE.

We equip your team with state of the art boats, Land Rovers, hot air balloons, helicopters and planes. All fully
kitted out with amazing cameras, recording devices and all the supporting paraphernalia.
We will unlock your senses and help you and your team build new bonds of shared affinity and excitement
as you hunt and capture some of the region’s most spectacular footage available without ever lifting a gun or
harming any fauna or flora.
The team will learn to read the land, anticipate the game, plan their shots and dramatically increase their
understanding of not only each other, but also zoom in on the pulse and order of nature.
Senses of Safari is filled with reflection points, such as the team patiently sitting and waiting for the perfect
moment to capture a fish eagle selecting his prey, unperturbed by the distractions of surrounding animals.
of photographing a herd of elephants crossing a river, watching the matriarch in action and the trunk to tail
teamwork in play. They’re watching strategy in action as a baboon harvests a nest of crocodile eggs and has
a feast - only to see justice occur as mama croc comes out of the water, the wheel of nature turns against the
baboon.
The team will have the benefit of world class photographic input and direction from award winning
photographic coaches and the pleasure of staying in some of the most rugged and most royal venues on the
continent.
The process is best run between March and November. We use the Chobe area as a backdrop for this project.
There are also options in the North of the Kruger Park, Mozambique and Namibia.
It is a great way to challenge your people. It reacquaints busy executives with their work-life balance and is a
superb platform for the senior team to involve their spouses and reconnect. Also available in a parent / child
combination.
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What better example of learning to hold one’s position than to capture this story? They will experience the thrill
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A RIVETING INCENTIVE ADVENTURE THAT IS ABOUT RALLYING
YOUR TEAM FROM THE GREAT TERRAINS OF PARIS, RIGHT ACROSS

PARIS DAKAR

SPAIN AND ALL THE WAY TO THE FERRIES OF MOROCCO.

This is adventure at its best. Teams land in Paris on a 4am flight. They have 12 days to cover 8000km. They
are equipped with cameras, cell phones and a wallet filled with money for food and accommodation. But
no cars, no taxi’s, no train tickets… and no money for transport. They also have a one way ticket from Dakar
which expires in 12 days. They need to make their way through France, across the border into Spain down to
the Rock of Gibraltar, then across by ferry to Morocco. If that is not tough enough, then they need to get from
Morocco to Dakar through the Western Sahara. Piece of cake.
The teams cannot pay for transport. They have to help two people a day. They have to do something in
exchange for transport, and they can’t exchange accommodation or meals for a ride. They can’t pre-arrange
any help, they can’t use their corporate contacts or family ties. They have a range of languages to deal with
from French, Spanish and Arabic... not to mention a range of different cultures to interface with.

ability.
Teams operate in groups of four. They may not split up, they have to stay together. All in one car, one
carriage, one truck, one plane or one hot air balloon... Okay, 4 camels allowed (but they still have to be close
to each other).
This turning point experience is packed with experiences to last a lifetime. The end result the team need to
produce is a fully functional blog, coffee table book or 60-minute travel documentary.
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This is incentive adventure on steroids. It’s fun, it’s challenging, it’s rewarding, and it’s all about personal
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THE ROAD TO SUCCESS IN HARDLY EVER A WELL-TRODDEN ROAD.
SEE YOUR TEAM MAKE THEIR WAY TO NEW FOUND SUCCESS WITH

THE ROAD LESS
TRAVELLED

THE ROAD LESS TRAVELLED.

Give your people the opportunity of a lifetime. A chance to break away from existing thought patterns and
ideas. A chance to explore Southern Africa, and tell their story as part of the heritage of this region. We take
your team off the highways and onto the alternative routes, the sand roads and dirt tracks of Southern Africa.
From a range of routes across the country from Swakopmund and Sandwich Bay, to Zimbabwe, Zambia,
Botswana, Mozambique and Namibia… interviews with Chiefs and Traders, markets quite unlike the calm and
tranquil Woolies of Hyde Park or the Waterfront.
The magnificence of the region, the challenge of producing their very own travel documentary or coffee
table book. The pleasure of driving a range of fully kitted out 4x4’s with all the trimmings and a diversity of
experiences and people in this region.
They will have the opportunity to catch Tiger Fish on the Zambezi, snorkel off the coast of Pemba, photograph
Zambia. Perhaps they might even have dinner with Kingsley Holgate along the way. We also have an option
which includes Zanzibar and a trip to climb Mount Kilimanjaro.
This is a progressive turning point experience that has two component stages to it. The planning stage
comprises of 4 x 4 hour preparation phase where delegates plan their trip and manage all the logistics from
vehicle readiness to food and immigration planning. The second phase is the 7 day journey.
What a great incentive. What a great background to tell the story of the region and produce a book or movie
about your people and culture in the process.
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elephant crossings on the Chobe, quad biking on the dunes of Swakopmund or build bicycles with villagers in
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THIS IS A THRILLING TAXI RIDE LIKE NO OTHER. CREATE A GREAT
IMPRESSION WITH CUSTOMERS, STRENGTHEN THE BOND
BETWEEN TEAM MEMBERS OR SIMPLY SIT BACK AND ENJOY THE

TAXI RIDE

RIDE TOGETHER.

Imagine a range of six New York-style taxi cabs arriving outside your clients office, complete with Joe
from the Bronx as the driver. It’s time to have some fun in a new kind of team experience. Six of your
customers each get allocated to one of six people from your organisation. We’ll call you the Taxi Twins for
the moment.
Each set of twins get allocated to a Taxi. You’ve got 3 hours to make 6 stops. At each stop you have a
sensory task to complete, and a fellow passenger to pick up.
The fellow passenger might be a specialist, a member of your EXCO, a comedian, a supplier, a guest speaker,
a fortune teller or a celebrity.
You have 15 minutes to complete each task, interact with your guest passenger and find your way to the
after the day is done.
This process is extremely powerful. The model is flexible and you can change guest passengers as well as
adapt it to suit different needs. You also have the option of doing this exercise as part of a merger with a joint
venture partner, to set up a project team or build better relationships amongst a range of other interfaces
from suppliers to cross cultural relationships.
It is well organised, safe and customisable. It can take place anywhere in the country and has the option of
upgrading the vehicle to a larger one or extending the team size.
You can also design the service so that each member of your team is able to interact with each member of
your client’s team. The process lends itself to passing the time on a boring journey from A to B.
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next stop. You will be filmed and photographed from start to finish, and will have some amazing stories to tell
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GET YOUR TEAM LEARNING NEW SKILLS AND GEARED UP TO FLY TO
NEW LEVELS OF EXCELLENCE.

DRONE ZONE
Drone Zone uses the experience and passion of actual flight to enable teams to plan, solve problems,
communicate and work as a team to make flight possible. The teams are challenged with planning, building
and flying a radio-controlled aeroplane or drone and creating a short movie documenting the process.
In the same way that the Wright Brothers succeeded in enabling man to fly, you too can succeed. All it
takes is an idea, passion and perseverance. Drone Zone is an innovative turning point exercise that will
take your team from an idea to evaluating, planning, implementation and running projects that will create
real value. This team build will teach the team new skills that allows them to do three things that are most
valuable to any organisation – Start Do Finish.
Your team will learn the fundamentals of flight and filming. They will discover whether they are builders,
tinkerers, movie makers or remote pilots. They will learn to listen, control and coach each other as they build

This is a progressive team build experience which is ideal for small teams or partnerships (mentors and
protégés). This is an exciting process that builds trust, opens up communication and is very challenging. It
can be run in 3, 6, 9 or 12 modules ranging from a full day to a couple of hours. It is fully supported by
trained and qualified flight instructors.
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their planes or drones, get their SAMA licences and then take on the challenge of flying in formation together.

